Quaid-e- Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah, the leader of leaders, the founding father of Pakistan is an inspiration and guiding spirit for almost 20 crore proud Pakistanis. Customarily, Quaid’s portrait is hung at almost every important place in our country. But to have a collection of pictures depicting his entire life in 24 frames covering every aspect of his life was a unique idea coined by Brig Zarrar Iqbal Malik when he was deputed in Peshawar. The write-up in the frames is authenticated by references through research done by scholars from abroad and in Pakistan. To generate interest in our students to read more about the life and career of the great leader, the Quaid Corner was prepared by the Pakistan Studies Society under the supervision of HOD Mrs Shaista Haq and her team. The corner has inspired our students so much that the next project we intend to undertake is, “Iqbal corner”.

Every year after the announcement of the final result, GACS awards trophies to the high achievers. This year, inspired by the Quaid Corner, the prize comprises a book on writings of the Quaid with his framed photograph bearing his advice to the students to devote themselves to studies.